
Dear Parents,       6th August 2020

 

We hope all our children & their loved ones are safe & healthy!

We would also like to thank all parents who sent appreciation mails for the Online

Classes. The same has been shared with the teachers & we are sure; these will go a

long way in boosting their morale. Online Classes at Intelli are sure to become better

& more engaging with our efforts on planning to integrate Augmented Reality with

regular teaching in the future.

We have been receiving few calls & mails on next Term Fee, due on 1st August 2020.

Though the School has explained, in detail, vide Circular PIS/2020-21/003 Dated

7th, June 2020, we feel that there is a need to reiterate how every School’s

commitment to regular expenses & expenses towards quality is different.

School is a continuing Institution and has to keep fulfilling Its commitment.  Though

the school buildings are closed; learning is not. And almost all expenses of the

school, from salaries to Rent to all statutory and other expenses remain the same.

Teachers have been working a lot more due to the new world of Online Learning.

Learning is happening almost at a similar pace. All Teachers are involved, few whose

faces are not seen during classes, are working tirelessly in the background. Everyone

needs to be paid, and all expenses need to be met.

As we do not see the schools reopening in August, transport fee adjustment for

those paid would happen as mentioned in the previous circular. Though we are

hopeful of the school reopening around September/October, similar transport fee

adjustment would be done if the School does not operate in the next Term as well.

Please note that the transport not operating just means diesel not getting consumed.

Other expenses like salaries of Drivers & Bus helpers, Insurance, Road

Taxes, Maintenance, Fitness Certificate expenses, etc. still remain the

same.                                         
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The School is in the process of delivering the next set of kits for all children across

the month of August, details of the same will be shared soon. The kits would be

delivered with learning material, wherever applicable.

We would like to thank some of the Parents for paying the School Fee on time, which

ensured all Teachers & Staff of the School got their monthly salary on time till now &

remained motivated to keep working & ensure that children’s learning process remains

intact; and at times, go beyond. We also request the others to do the needful to help the

school cover the remaining expenses.

We  are excited about new initiatives to make classes more enriching & fun, live

classes for our Junior children (In addition to Intelli’s Curriculum Videos).

Enrichment/Engagement classes; including life Skills, Online Assessment & we feel

that this: will go a long way in fulfilling Intelli’s objective of providing optimal learning

for our Children even when they are home. Virtual PTMs with all Parents was a great

success & we are looking forward to the next PTM to be held in the next month.

We thank you for your understanding & cooperation & wish you & your loved

ones, safety & health! All of us at Intelli miss our children & hope to see their

smiling faces in the school soon. 

Regards,

- Team Intelli


